In this paper, we investigate detection of students' behavioral engagement states (On-Task vs. Off-Task) in authentic classroom settings. We propose a multimodal detection approach, based on three unobtrusive modalities readily available in a 1:1 learning scenario where learning technologies are incorporated. These modalities are: (1)Appearance: upper-body video captured using a camera; (2) Context-Performance: students' interaction and performance data related to learning content; and (3) Mouse: data related to mouse movements during learning process. For each modality, separate unimodal classifiers were trained, and decision-level fusion was applied to obtain final behavioral engagement states. We also analyzed each modality based on Instructional and Assessment sections separately (i.e., Instructional where a student is reading an article or watching an instructional video vs. Assessment where a student is solving exercises on the digital learning platform). We carried out various experiments on a dataset collected in an authentic classroom, where students used laptops equipped with cameras and they consumed learning content for Math on a digital learning platform. The dataset included multimodal data of 17 students who attended a Math course for 13 sessions (40 minutes each). The results indicate that it is beneficial to have separate classification pipelines for Instructional and Assessment sections: For Instructional, using only Appearance modality yields an F1-measure of 0.74, compared to fused performance of 0.70. For Assessment, fusing all three modalities (F1-measure of 0.89) provide a prominent improvement over the best performing unimodality (i.e., 0.81 for Appearance).
INTRODUCTION
Related literature indicates that student engagement in learning is critical to achieve positive learning outcomes [1] . Fredricks et al. [2] framed student engagement in three different dimensions: Behavioral, emotional, and cognitive. In our previous publications, we presented our studies conducted for detection of overall engagement [3] , emotional engagement [4, 5] , and behavioral engagement [6] . As in [6] , this study focuses solely on behavioral engagement.
According to [7] , "behavioral engagement refers to effort and persistence, with an emphasis on the amount or quantity of engagement rather than its quality" (p. 266). Based on this definition, in our research, we address the binary problem of detecting whether a student is On-Task or Off-Task during learning tasks. As cited in [8] , being Off-Task is defined as "...any behavior that does not involve the learning task or material, or where learning from the material is not the primary goal" (p. 2). Consequently, being On-Task is just the opposite.
When considering digital 1:1 learning scenarios where students are primarily interacting with a computing device for learning, understanding and reinforcing student engagement becomes even more difficult for teachers [9] . To address this challenge, majority of current educational technology systems (e.g., Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs)) provide teachers with analytics of students' behavioral engagement based on students' log data (i.e., interaction data). In addition to log/interaction data as a modality, other studies conducted in this domain of research investigated various different modalities of data such as video, eye-tracking, mouse/keyboard, etc. Some of such studies incorporated a unimodal approach [10] [11] [12] while others took a multimodal approach [9, [13] [14] [15] and implemented fusion towards detection of students' behavioral engagement.
In [10] , using a unimodal approach with a camera, features such as eye gaze, head pose, and facial expressions were used to detect student attention (i.e., On-Task vs. Off-Task). Similarly in [11] , the researchers aimed to detect student attention (i.e., On-Task vs.
Off-Task) using a commercial eye-tracker in the form of a pair of glasses. In this study, when the student was looking around the room, at other classmates, or other items not related to the class, Off-Task state was assigned. Another unimodal approach implemented in [12] used a camera to capture facial features, body movements, head pose, and orientation of students. The three states for behavioral engagement was defined as: On-Task, On-Task Conversation, and Off-Task.
As clearly articulated in [13] , taking a multimodal approach could enable capturing students' states more accurately. One example of a study implementing a multimodal approach for behavioral engagement detection is [14] . This study simply used a camera to monitor gaze of the eyes and a pressure cushion installed on a chair for monitoring the sitting position to detect whether a student is concentrating or not during learning. Another multimodal study [9] combines a camera and mouse movements to detect focus of the gaze, the posture, glance, head and hand movements, speech, and the position of the mouse cursor. These features were used to detect a 7-8 year old child's attention while engaged in an e-learning task. Another example of a multimodal approach is the study in [15] . In this study, besides a camera, a pressure sensitive chair, skin conductance glove, and mouse were also used. Features such as head, mouth, and chair movements, talking, sounds, and raw sensor data were used to detect whether a student is On-Task or Off-Task during learning.
Similar to these studies, in our research, we also take a multimodal approach but with unobtrusive and readily-available sensors to enable behavioral engagement detection. The modalities investigated in our study are as follows: Appearance, Context-Performance, and Mouse Modality. To address how detection of behavioral engagement performs with these modalities, we aim to investigate three major research questions in this study:
(1) How does behavioral engagement detection perform using unimodalities of Appearance, Context-Performance, and Mouse?
(2) How does performance differ for Instructional and Assessment sections?
(3) How would performance change if these modalities are fused?
METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we propose a multimodal approach to detect students' behavioral engagement (i.e., On-Task vs. Off-Task) during learning tasks. The proposed detection scheme incorporates information collected from three unobtrusive modalities: (1) Appearance: upperbody video captured using a camera; (2) Context-Performance: students' interaction and performance data related to learning content; and (3) Mouse: data related with mouse movements during learning process. The overall scheme is visualized in Figure 1 . Data collected for each of the modalities, are fed into dedicated feature extractors. Modality-specific features are then classified with respective unimodal classifiers. The decisions of separate classifiers/modalities are fused to obtain a final behavioral engagement state. Further details of the proposed detection system are provided in the following subsections.
Multimodal Sensing
To investigate the problem of engagement detection, we ran an authentic classroom pilot and collected student data. The pilot was designed to span a course semester as part of the 9 th grade Math curriculum, and data for volunteering students were collected (details on the size of collected data are provided in Section 3). Each student was provided with a personal computing device equipped with a camera. Using their devices, the students consumed Math content through an online and publicly available digital learning platform. During each session, the students watched instructional videos (i.e., Instructional sections) and then solved questions (i.e., Assessment sections) related to the topics covered. Therefore, during the pilot sessions, Appearance, Context-Performance, and Mouse data were gathered together with the section type information (Instructional vs. Assessment).
To apply supervised training for engagement detection problem, ground truth labels were required. In this study, human experts with a background in Education or Educational Psychology were employed, and the Human Expert Labeling Process (HELP) was applied, as described in [16] : We had three experts, who defined segments based on their observations of state changes, and provided behavioral engagement labels (On-Task or Off-Task). In addition to these two, two other control labels were available in the labeling tool: (1) N/A; if the student was not visible or the session was not active (i.e., not started or is over); and (2) Cannot-Decide; if the behavioral engagement state was not obvious to the expert. While deciding on state changes, the experts made use of all information available, as the following data were provided in the labeling tool: (1) The video capture of the student, (2) the desktop capture with the mouse movements overlaid, (3) raw contextual logs from the content platform, which also included the section type information, and (4) audio of the lecture being retrieved together with the environmental sounds.
Feature Extraction
For feature extraction, a sliding window of 8-seconds with an overlap of 4-seconds was utilized as in [6] , where it was demonstrated to be suitable for behavioral engagement detection. The windowing is applied for each modality. Moreover, the information about the section types is taken into account in feature extraction such that none of the time windows contained mixed frames (i.e. frames from both Instructional and Assessment sections).
Appearance Modality.
For the Appearance modality, the videos of students were recorded with a camera. The utilized camera had both 2D and 3D channels. In this study we focused on the 2D channel. The pipeline of RGB stream processing is given in Figure 2 . First step is to apply face detection, where we use DLib's [17] HOG+SVM detector. To enhance run-time efficiency, face is not detected in every single frame. Instead a Kalman Filter is employed to track the face region of interest (ROI) and the face detection is updated every five frames. If there are multiple detections (e.g. other students or teacher in view), the closest face is chosen as ROI. On the detected face, DLib's pre-trained regression tree ensemble based facial landmark detector is used [18] . Pose estimation and landmark back-projection are based on OpenCV [19] solvePnPRansac implementation and a custom 68-vertex 3D face shape. Therefore, estimated 3D position and rotation enable pose correction and normalization. For the extraction of facial expressions, an approach based on MPEG-4 Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) [20] is adapted. In total, 41 FAPs are calculated to represent different facial muscle movements.
The extracted frame-wise face location, head pose, facial landmarks and FAPs are then utilized to extract higher level instancewise features. The instance-wise features are extracted using Lestimator statistical values and energy calculations related to head position/pose and facial expressions. In Table 1 , Appearance feature groups are provided with feature counts and some examples.
Context-Performance Modality.
For Context-Performance, the logs obtained from the content platform are utilized together with the collected user profile (e.g. gender) and session information from the device. This modality includes both the information related to the content (e.g. video duration, number of questions) -which is generic for each student -and also the logs related to student performance (e.g., hints taken, time spent) -which is highly personal. Content related features are present for both section types, whereas the performance related features are available only when the student is solving questions (i.e., Assessment); and are related to grade, time spent, number of trials, and number of hints taken. Performance features are computed by pre-processing the raw data logs either per each assessment set where a group of questions are solved in a row, per each question, or per each attempt (i.e., each trial within a question). In addition to these performance features, we adapted some of the features provided in [21] that are applicable to our platform. Since both context and performance related features are extracted using the information provided by the content platform, we consider these features as part of the same domain, and employed feature-level fusion. Therefore, we call this modality Context-Performance; and feature groups, group-specific feature counts, and examples for this modality are provided in Table 1 .
Mouse Modality.
Mouse movement activity of student subjects were also captured during data collection sessions. Mouse usage characteristics of students (e.g. mouse acceleration, direction change frequency) are represented with time series features for each instance time window. For the extraction of relevant features, software package of [22] was used. 
Unimodal Classification
The extracted instance-wise features are fed into modality-specific classifiers with the ground truth labels. For each modality, we employed the Random Forest Classifier approach [23] , which grows many decision trees while using a randomly selected subset of the features for splitting at each node. Final classification decision for a sample is assigned by the majority vote among all the trees. We trained a separate Random Forest with 100 decision trees for each of the three modalities.
Multimodal Fusion
Fusion techniques are commonly used in pattern recognition problems if there are a multiple number of solutions [24] . For our engagement detection problem, we stated that we trained separate classifiers for each of the three modalities. Therefore, each of them provides a solution (i.e., a decision). Therefore, to obtain a final classification output, it is required to fuse the unimodal classifiers.
Since the nature of the modalities are dissimilar (each residing in a different feature domain and have a different number of features), we investigated decision-level fusion approaches, and experimented with the following three methods: (1) Highest confidence (HC), (2) majority voting (MV), and (3) hybrid majority voting (HMV). Details of each approach is explained below.
Fusion by Highest Confidence (HC). This fusion approach is a simplistic yet effective decision-level fusion technique, as it selects the decision of the most reliable classifier: Each Random
Forest classifier outputs a label and a confidence value. HC fusion simply assigns the decision of the classifier having the highest confidence as the final class label. The confidence value of the classifier is computed as the ratio of the number of trees in agreement with the majority label to the total number of decision trees in the forest.
Fusion by Majority Voting (MV).
Since there are multiple decision makers, majority voting can be applied. Label predicted by each modality counts as a vote, and the label with the highest vote is assigned as the final output. If there is no majority (i.e., ties among vote counts), then the label of the most confident classifier is chosen.
Fusion by Hybrid Majority Voting (HMV)
. This proposed approach is hybrid method merging the ideas of HC and MV: Since for each random forest, we have multiple number of decision trees, we can obtain a decision pool by incorporating all decision trees of all modality-specific forests. Then, we can compute majority voting over all the trees. This is equivalent to computing the confidence level of a label over all the decisions in the pool. It can easily be computed by summing the modality-specific confidence values and selecting the label with the highest confidence:
Here, M is the number of modalities, N is the number of classes, r
i is the ratio of the votes for class c and modality i, and L is the final label assigned. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dataset
As stated in Section 2.1, through authentic classroom pilots, student data were collected from 9 th graders. The pilot sessions were organized as two subsequent sessions each week (except for the first week, where a single session took place), where each session lasted about 40 minutes. In total, 113 hours of data were collected from 17 volunteering students for 13 sessions. The attendance map for sessions are visualized in Figure 3 , where each session is given in a row, and the present students are represented by colored cells. For each student, data for three modalities of Appearance, Context-Performance, and Mouse were collected, together with the indicators of section type (Instructional vs. Assessment). The collected data were labeled using HELP (as explained in Section 2.1) by three educational experts. To be able to obtain the final labeled instances to be fed into the classifiers, the windowing process applied in feature extraction (given in Section 2.2) was also applied over the three label sets provided by the multiple experts. For each 8-second window (with an overlap of 4-seconds), a label (On-Task, Off-Task, Cannot-Decide, or N/A) was assigned. Over these instance-wise labels, first we checked the inter-rater agreement among the labelers by applying Krippendorff's alpha [25] . The alpha of 0.82 indicated a high agreement among the individual labelers. Therefore, to obtain the final ground truth labelers, we incorporated decision of all experts: For each instance, the majority label (i.e., label with at least two out of three votes) was obtained. The instances without a majority vote were assigned the label Cannot-Decide. In this study, we treat the behavioral engagement problem as a binary classification problem, where the objective is to distinguish between On-Task and Off-Task states. The distribution of the data used in the experiments is visualized in Figure 4 : In the first row, the state-wise distributions are given. In the second row, breakdown of the distribution of the majority votes is provided (Med vs. High for two and three out of three votes, respectively). These distributions are given for different section types, and also for the overall data. As these plots show, students are On-Task most of the time. This is valid for both section types, however, they tend to switch to Off-Task more often during Instructional sections. By investigating the vote-wise distributions, it is clear that full agreement (3/3) was achieved for most of the samples, indicating that the behavioral engagement labeling can be considered as an objective annotation task.
Unimodal Classification Results
For each modality, and for each section type, we trained Random Forest classifiers. For model training and testing, we divided each student's data into 80% and 20% partitions, respectively. In order to reduce the effect of overfitting, we applied leave-one-subjectout cross-validation: For a test student, the training samples of all the other subjects were utilized to construct the student-specific training set. Moreover, due to the data imbalance (the bias towards On-Task, visible in Figure 4 ), we applied 10-fold random selection to construct class-wise balanced training sets. The results for separate modalities are reported in Table 2 , where mean F1-measures are obtained by averaging over 10-random runs, and over all students. For a better evaluation, class-specific measures are also provided in Table 2 . In addition, total test counts are also provided. When the overall unimodal results in Table 2 are investigated, it is clear that for the Instructional sections, Appearance modality performs best as the other two modalities lack useful information when students are watching videos (no mouse movement or performance related data flow). On the other hand, for the Assessment sections, all three modalities perform similarly. However, it should be noted that when class-specific performances are checked, we see that Context-Performance modality performs poorly for the Off-Task class. This is related to the nature of the performance-related features, as they are mostly valid when the student is working on a question (i.e., in On-Task state).
Multimodal Fusion Results
In order to obtain a final decision using the modality-specific classifier outputs, we applied decision-level fusion techniques as discussed in Section 2.4: (1) Highest confidence (HC), where the prediction of the most confident modality is used; (2) majority voting (MV), where modality-specific decisions are counted and the label with the most vote is assigned; and (3) hybrid majority voting (HMV), where majority voting is applied over the collection of all classifiers' decision tree predictions. The results for fusing three modalities are given in Table 3 . HC and MV techniques yield similar results, whereas HMV has the highest performance. When compared with the unimodal classification results in Table 2 , it is clear that for the Instructional section, the best results are obtained when only Appearance modality is considered (0.74). However, for the Assessment section, it is beneficial to fuse all the modalities (0.89), where an improvement of 8% over the best modality (Appearance: 0.81) is achieved with the HMV method.
Considering the low Off-Task detection results for the Context-Performance modality in Table 2 , we also considered fusing only the other two modalities of Appearance and Mouse. The HMV fusion results are provided in Table 4 . When we compare these results with the ones for the fusion of three modalities (Table 3) , it is clear that using all modalities is beneficial despite the low Context-Performance results for the Off-Task.
We further analyzed the Assessment results by checking the false positive (FP) counts considering unimodal, bi-modal (fusing any two modality), and tri-modal (fusing all modalities) results, where for fusion we utilized HMV method. In Figure 5 , the FP counts for On-Task and Off-Task classes are given at top and bottom plots, respectively. These plots indicate that the FP count is minimized by fusing Appearance and Mouse modalities for On-Task class, whereas best result for Off-Task is achieved by using all modalities. Therefore, incorporating results given in Table 3 and Figure 5 , we can say that Context-Performance modality is beneficial in rejecting false positives for Off-Task.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the detection of students' behavioral engagement by fusing three unobtrusive and readily-available modalities: (1) Appearance, (2) Context-Performance, and (3) Mouse.
We experimented both with unimodal and multimodal models to understand how each modality performs and cooperates. For a better interpretation, we analyzed learning sections of Instructional and Assessment, separately. The experiments on authentically collected student dataset showed that it is beneficial to have separate classification pipelines for different learning sections of Instructional and Assessment. For the Instructional section, using only Appearance modality yields an F1-measure of 0.74, compared to fused performance of 0.70. For Assessment, fusing all three modalities (F1-measure of 0.89) provide a prominent improvement over the best performing unimodality (0.81 for Appearance). Interestingly, although Context-Performance modality performs poorly for the Off-Task class when considered alone, it helps to eliminate false positives (especially for the Off-Task class) when incorporated into the other modalities. In summary, we can say that for Instructional section types, Appearance modality provides acceptable results; whereas for Assessment sections, all available information should be fused to achieve best performance. It is important to note here that these experiments were done on a dataset, where only the instances with all modalities available were employed. This filtering was done to provide a fair comparison among the modalities themselves and the fusion strategies applied. However, in real life scenarios, there can be temporary acquisition failures, where any modality can become temporarily invalid or unavailable. Therefore, instead of relying on a single modality, it is always beneficial to incorporate different data sources. Therefore, we can say that multimodal fusion can also play an important role for creating robust models working as part of a system. Regarding this point, even for the Instructional sections, we can go forward with fused models. Even though Appearance provides the best result (0.74), we were able to obtain similar results with fusion (HMV: 0.70).
As future work, we believe it is important to extend the diversity in the dataset (e.g., age groups, ethnicities) to understand the generalizability of the models. Furthermore, analyzing engagement patterns and detection performances based on different individual characteristics (e.g., gender, highly performing, self-aware, introvert, extravert, etc.) would be useful when constructing highly robust detection models.
